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Re: Martin Luther King Report

In November, 1975, at. your direction, ve undertook to
review and investigate various matters pertaining to Dr. Martin
Luther Xing. Specifically, we sought to determine whether the
FBI harassed or committed other illegal or improper acts
against Dr. King during his life, and whether the FBI was
implicated in his death. Implicit in this review was an effort
to determine whether the FBI's investigation of King's death
was thorough and honest, or whether it was tainted by the earlier
efforts to discredit King as discussed below. C0)
In conducting our review, we relied primarily upon the
Martin Luther King files at the FBI headquarters in Washington.
'These files are voluminous, and we were unable to review themr
all. 1/ We reviewed none of the files in Atlanta or Memphis,--and we did not undertake a program of interviewing key witnesses.
We did cooperate with the staff of the Senate Select Committee
on Intelligence, and they with us, and we have recently had the
benefit of seeing the findings and conclusions in their upcoming
report. (In general, they confirm our own views independently
arrived at.) (U)

1

Based upon this selective review, we have found that the
FBI undertook a systematic program of harassment of Martin Luther
King, by means both legal and illegal, in order to discredit him
and harm both him and the movement he led.(0 .
\I

We have not found a basis to believe that the FBI in any
way caused the death of Martin Luther Eing.Ze)

A

Vottil-tger, e1' [:ti 31, 1976,
1/ See the attacheJ memoran&um, narphv
pages 2 and 3, for aescription of files reviee-ede
C.!
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112 have also found no
of the assassination of Martinevidence that the FBI's investigation
Luther King was not thorough
honest. 2/(a)
and
Harassment of Dr. Martin Lut
her King
Our review confirms
death; the Director of the that from the late 1950's until Dr. King's
carried cut a systematic can13T and a group of his - sUbaLidinates
and, by indirection, severalpaign of harassment against Dr. King
51-page nemorandum from Robertof his colleagues. The attached
ments in some detail the eve Murphy to me of March 31, 1976, docubrief outline of our findingsnts union made up this campaign. A
follows.r..9
e •

....CLASSIFIED: TOP SECRET...EXE
MPT-(b)(1)

2/ Since the completion of
King's death, there have beathe FBI's original investigation into n numerous allegations of the
involvement of co-conspirators
pos
with James Earl Ray. Each of sible
has been promptly iazatigat
these
Division, including one whichcd b the FBI and the Civil Rights
-rip e
•
and another which is currentlywasundco.
„As ago;
erw
ay. In other words, the
Martin Luther King file is sti
In this sense, any further invll'open, and has never been closed.
nemorandlim, Should not be cha estigation, as recomended in this
assassination case, but ratherracterized as a "reopening" of theas an additional or continuin
investigation into areas eit
g
her
already covered in some degree
not covare at all.(tAl
, or
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In addition to this reason, however, the early files
CIAO' I hir.;•:
reveal that much of the King investigation was based upon a
Ill114 °'
perception, real or imagined, that King was using his influence
to discredit the FBI and cause Hoover to be replaced. To. the
extent that this was a cause for the FBI's investigation, plainly
it was an extra-legal one which was not justified even by the
.samewhat different standards of operation and perceptions which
4
prevailed in the Bureau at the tiaras. (j
int.
•
.
antly
signific
ation
investig
Burdiu's
the
of
The nature
changed when in 1964 Attorney General Kennedy authorized the
wiretapping of Dr. King, and thereby gave official sanction to the
Bureau to intensify its surveillance. Again, this authorization,
when viewed by the law enforce mnt standards of ha time, apnears
to have been within the authority of the Attorney General. While
his jnOgment in authorizing it might now be questioned, one must
conclude that at the time the authorization was technically legalraj

•

. . The wiretaps scon led the FBI to add a new dimension to its
investigation, the collecting of personal information at.nut Dr.
King through microphone surveillances Onisars) of his hntal roams.• •
. . . ( D)(7) (C) • . . ._... . ... . .3 sv-at to have conThe evidence of 1belie
1
•
[ (b) (7) (c)] 0 .
that'Kiii4- 1.7is a
firmed Hcover's
revolutionary who should be

used and replaced

the civil rights movemente)140 soli

hoLor

a 1 -A..- in

i lyatti 4

Ffil

. , It is L. this ensuing long campaign to discredit Kingthat .
the Bureau most clearly overstepnal its investigative and law ,(A,
enforcement functions. This is not a judgment which rests upon •'4
/
LO
the benefit of hindsight. As an investigative agency, the FBI IG
l'
All pet V.41a
had no legal authority to make such determinations nor tn act
upon them. For reasons beyond the scope of this analysis, the
historical fact is that the Department did not control the FBI
effectively in such matters. We have seen no records in the files
that the Attorney General or other key departnert officials were
advised of the actions taken to discredit King, although certainly
the product of the microphone surveillances was known to Attorney
did
General Kennedy and the White House. The Attorney Generaloutl...11i
ng
ndrt
Intr.?..Dra
or
nh"
retrieve tha distribution of a "mnnogra
allegations of Cammunist connections and highly personal and
derogatory infoinoation about King, but it is unclear whether this
was done primnrily to curb the Bureau's impropriety or to preserve
the credibility of the Attorney General's earlier public conclusion
co
that King rays free from Carmunist Party influence.(
#
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Prosecution Potential
Based upon our present level of knowledge, most if not
at a
all of the FBI officials who perticioated in the King case
s:
follow
as
are
level
irking
on
decisi
1) 3. Edgar He

Director (deceased)

2y Clyde Tolson, Associate Director (deceased)
3) Alan Belmont, Assistant to the Director (retired)
4) Cartha Dciicach, Astistant Director (rdrircal)
5) Courtney Evans, Assistant Director (retired)
\\,6) William Sullivan, Assistant Director (retired)
7) James Bland, Chief, Subversive Control Section (retired)
ed)
3) Joseph A. Sizoo,issistant to the Assistant Director (retir
n (retire-1)z
tA)
9) :Fred 3. Baumgardner, Chief, Internal Security Sectio
s
- 'The exchanges of rnroranda among these moon and o'zher
eAcb
whiel
in
establish the existence of a concert of action
s,
participated. Most of the briefings of Congresnman, !:,unater
.
OeLoah
cartna
by
d
handle
were
otners
a.:r3
House. ai.,
7 cf
mailin
tne
ed
execut
and
William c,,-!14.-ta,77,arantiv conceived
hone
miorop
y
appner
and
sed
proces
the composite tape tr. Dr. Kino,
and
Nina,
t
surveillances to gather :::::_formation to be usad acains
Bland,
was active in other Ccinteipro-tvpe activities. Belmffint,
the
ing
produc
in
rly
regula
ipated
partic
Sizes, aria Balmgardner
these
about
more
)mow
to
have
would
We
nda.
memora
al
intern
s
variou
their
te
estiTa
to
order
in
pen's actual roles in the Bureau's effort
broker
boneet
an
as
more
s
appear
Evans
capability. Courtney
pal,
betwr?en Hoover and Attorney General Kennedy than as a princi
be
to
r
furthe
ed
although his actual role woula have to be examin
understood.6q
The files reveal that Hoover and this relativall greuo
ized
-of Burcau officials mode the critical decisions ano author
rained
wail-t
of
core
a
tv
ed
execut
critical actions !phi ch Ivere then
each
fy
identi
to
tcd
attemp
not
e
hi.:.v
We
:a.
and discipliniad agent
nor to
ion
agent the particiatcd at the
their
not,
if
and
d,
assess whether they also have died or retire

icris
extosure to formal discipline. (See Reccanernat
culpability
a)
for further tiscussion cn this point.)(
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The najor statutory violations to consider in this matter
18 U.S.C. 5241 and 5242. 3/ As a citizen, Dr. King had
be
would
federally-protected rights to freeaom of speech and associaticn,
.to privacy, to interstate travel without interference, and from dit
unreasonable searches and seizures. The FBI's program to discre
,
and neutralize King included deprivations of each of these rights
and perhaps others./a)
- An examination of the law reveals that any prosecution
statute
contemplated under these acts is now barred by the five-year
ion
except
le
possib
only
The
.
§3282)
of limitations (18 U.S.C.
would be proof of a continuing conspiracy to violate rights which
has continued into the, statutory period. We do not know of any
t
sudh-pe9of at this time, although one can speculate that it ei.)
it
se
disclo
would
n
igatio
invest
ive
intens
more
possible-that
In conclusion, it is our opinion that there are identifiable
violations of law against Dr. King that cannot now be prosecutede
because of the statute of limitationsand,'in some cases, becaus
of the death of the subjects.
Death of Martin Luther King

e•

As the Enrphy memorandum indicates, we were unable to find n.
inatie
any indication that the FBI actually caused Dr. King's assass
tions
indica
l,
helpfu
as
logic
On the contrary, if one can rely uoon
it
e
becaus
death
King's
want
not
did
ly
are that the FBI probab
entire
uleu1d bring him the marterdem and favorable image which the long
the
,
heless
Nevert
t.
Bureau campaign was designed to preven
r it
cnrenign of harassment fairly gives rise to the question whethe
lly
logica
and
death,
his
caused
which
action
same
in
eeantinated
raiz= the qeestion whether the investigation by the Bureau into
his death was tainted by its institutional dislike fOr King.
Recommndation
Ehile we have been able to ascertain a great deal about the
and
relationship between the FBI and Dr. King through our review,

re to
3/ Section 241 is violated when "two or more persons conspifree
the
in
n
citize
any
date
ennure, oppress,. threaten or intimi
to him
exercise or enjoyment of any right cr Privilege securedSectio
n 242
."
,
.
States
United
the
of
laws
al
tution
consti
by the
acting
dual
indivi
an
by
t
prohibits essentially the same conduc
yz,
under color of law, as the principals involved were
%

„ ... . , „.
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UNCLASSIFIED,
can therefore make the qualified findings set forth here, me.have
not been able to complete this investigation in the tire and
with the resources we have had to date. Because of the extraordinary nature of this inquiry, I am therefore reccgmending
that the Department ccJelete this task by reviewing all materi s
and witnesses bearin on the questions pos-t
„vein ere 1.97
Uniee it would be both legitimate an supportable for you to
conclude that our four-month review and the Senate Committee's
similar review are adequate to answer these questions, Limy
opinion we cannot allay concerns which tend to discredit the
FBI and the Justice Deoartment until we have examined all available
information bearing on the questions posed in NOvtber. I would
thereflyreerecommend the following steps:60

wv4

1) Legal Task Force
A Department Task Force should be created for the purpose

of completing the review which me have begun. The Task Force

would consist of an attorney director, approximately four staff
attorneys, and an appropriate number of research analysts and
clerical assistants. The attorneys chosen ought not to have worked
on the Martin Luther King case before. The Task Force should report
its findings and conclusions to you on or about January 1, 1977. rue
2) Advisory Committee
In addition, I would recommend the apoointment of an
7:d2i22-LeLCcomittee of between five and nine aistineuiehed citizene
w55-se primary tasK wo
_e i o •r• • .e ace terce,
te have total and =lettere:1 access to all files, witnesses, and
other information available teethe Department and the Task Force,
to advise you and -the Task Force about the conduct and progress
of the review and to make a final report of their findings and
conclusions, either in conjunction with the Task Force or
independent of it, also on or about January 1, 1977. The
purpose of the Advisory Committee would be to have an outside,
fresh perspective on the state of our present information and the
conduct of the investigation.. as it proceeds to its conclusion.
Although I regard the Justice Department as serving the public
.interest as much as a citizens' committee serves it, having nongovernmental persons monitoring a government review of governmental
actions would provide an important additional dimension of
public review and would add credibility to the findings, whatever
they ray be.(

UNCLASSIFIED
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. Task Force and Advisory.Ctmmittee Charter
The general charter of both the Task Force and the Advisory
Cbmmittee would, as indicated, be to complete an investigation
of the file and witnesses as they bear upon the questions posed
- by your November, 1975, directive. The Task Force and Advisory
Committee would have complete and total access to all files,
ieformation, data, memoranda, personnel, witnesses, and any
other information, both in and out of government, relevant to
their ileeks. The Task Force would also have ordinary litigating
Division access to current FBI assistance and other normal .
resources of the DeoartmentE)
•
In completing the King review, there are several specific
tasks which the Task Force and Advisory Committee ought to
Ameess:eb..)
' A) Field Office Reviews
We
not read any of the files in tie field. Although we
have no basis to believe that these files will disclose new or
significant additional information, the recent disclosures of
the 92 surreptitious entries against the Socialist %orkers Party
In Neueek, which eere apparently discovered only by a careful
review of field office files, suggest that a review of such files
nee ring Dr. Rine is aloe in cider. It is pessible that these
files ueuld contain records of actions against Dr. King which
had not been eanctiened hy heedquarters, altheuah this is purely
speculative. A cceelete review ueuld recruire the Task Force to
read the field office files on at least Dr. Xing, the SOLO, and
other related subjects as they aocear from those files.(vj
_ B) Headquarters Files

We have not read all headquarters files on Dr. King
j(b)(7)(C).. .1 We have only spot-checked and follound crossreferidEgE6files on SCLC, CPU3A, Comm nisi Influence on Racial
Matters, Mrs. King, [...0)(71()e.. .
a few other
related files. There has been no undeetakine as yet to review
files in order to determine whether similar counterintelligence
campaigns were directed at other civil rights activists such as
Dr. Ralph Abernathy, Dr. James Farmer, or others. The likelihood

that a review of all such materials would lead to prosecutive

or disciplinary actions seems to be remote in light of the passage
of time and the adeotion of the Attorney Ceneral's new guidelines.
Nevertheless, few of us suspected the scope of the FBI's (e)
a

ilk As Fig
444euer....-e
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-8activities as they have now been revealed in related matters,
so a complete evaluation .could necessarily require a total
review of headquarters files. ‘L)

Findings of wrongdoing which may be the subject of
le
possib criminal prosecution and are not time barred should
be referred to the Criminal or Civil Rights Division as their
interest may appear.611
C)
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D) Disposition of Martin Luther 'King Tapes

p/h
pleco:1
-nd
ipts,
transcr
ed
oroduc
tapes,
d
The FBI accuire
gative
information in the files through improper and illegal investi
and
proper
the
to
as
arises
re
question therefo
activities.
obtaiid
legal disposition of those materials -whiL:h ware iarezoi.xxly
eenforc
law
and which are scurrilous and immaterial to any proper has
CLC
know,
you
ment function or historic purpose. As
34-O
of
researched this issue in connection with the destruction )..)
I
)-z V
)(7)(C
(...(b
g
relatin
als
materi
ed
itiprocerly acquir
ittee
Comm
ry
would suggest that OLC, the Task Force, and the Adviso
jointly work out a procedure for reviewing these taaes and
related materials for reulouses of recomunnding which might be
of the Privacy
destroyed, taking into account the requireirents
Act. 4/
Act, the Freedom of Information Act, and the Federal Records
ing
concern
family
King
the
consult
to
It may also be appropriate
have
Ma
the destruction of .7:M or all of these materials.
been informed that family representatives may have indicated such
a preference during contacts with the staff of the Senate Select
Committee.) In addition, because some of the information in

es pre4/ Deputy Assistant Attorney General Mary Lawton indicat
be sate
may
there
gh
althou
le
plausib
is
ch
approa
this
that
rily
limina
7)
Archivist6;
the
with
tation
consul
for
calling
requirements or information
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question would be treated in a sensational fashi
if "leaked"
to the public, procedural safeguards would have on
to
he carefully
followed. Needless
to say, it would be highly improper if this
effort to cleanse the files resulted in a compr
omise of privacy
which the effort was designed to insure.
B) Disciplinary Action
Other than princi s, we have not ident
agents ello
took illegal or improper action against King, ified
or
the
extent of
their culpability. In my opinion, the FBI shoul
d be directed
to undertake this aesesseenh- itself, and repo
and any disciplinary action proposed or taken.rt to you its findings
The Task Force
and Advisory Committee should refer any informatio
indicating a potential for discipline to the FBI n it discovers
follow-up. Your office and the Bureau would, of for appropriate
be free to consult the Task Force and Committee course, also
concerning.
the discipline issue generally or on a case-by-ca
se basis." \
/
F) Potential Remedial Action.
Assuming the validity of our conclusion
'repeatedly violated Dr. King's federally-prote that the ]BI
peoaecutive action is time barred; that death cted rights; that
prevent effective disciplinary action; and thatand retirement
preclude eey recurrence of thin kind of activity,the new guidelines
arises whether the Department has an obligation the question
to make any further
effort to do justice in this ratter. The dues ..ion
relevant here because the King family will be unlik is especially
civil redress in damages for fear of further pUbli ely to seek
cieing the
scurrilous nature of the information acquired,
and
beeedze the
lull extent of the violations are known only to
the
government.
Moreover, the FBI files show that the campaign
against King did
- succeed to the point of causing him
serious and prolonged mental
anguish. The files reflect that the Bureau's actio
n, eepecially
the nailing of the tape, occasioned
(b)(
).,.
land professional discord--all injuries that7)(C
could
be compensable in a private damage action under
42 U.S.C. S19834)
On the other hand, one can argue that
attempts to discredit Dr. King, his reputationin spite of the
in the comeonity
has not been damaged in any measurable way by these
ns.
On the contrary, it might be argued that damage willactio
occu
r cnly by
publicly raising the King file through a continuati
.this
on
of
investigation. 5/(k)
.
I

5/ Primarily for this reason, the. Chief of the Crimi
nal Section,
Robert Pe Murphy, recomeeeds against further inquiry by
Task Force
or Advisory Committee. Oil
•
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,Under these circumstance
for the Task Force and Advisory s, I suggest that it is proper
Carradttee to consider the fea
and propriety of cuipensating
sibility
Ring's survivors or, perhaps
with
their concurrence, the King Fou
either by direct payment or a ndation. This could be accomplished
private bill. Precedent for suc
compensation exists in the set
h
tle
the LSD experiments, and in cas ment of the CIA's case involving
es involviug unauthorized dis
semination of information by the Bur
occurring with regard to a pri eau. Contrary debate is also
vate bill to compensate victim
s
of the Wbunded Knee Massacre.
Task Force's and Advisory Com If this issue is made a part of the
mittee's charter, they should
consider
all factors, for and against,
and rec5mmend accordingly.6
-Q

J. Stanley Pottinger
Assistant Attorney General
Civil Rights Division
Attachont
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